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INTRODUCTION
Consider this: YOUR life, the life you are living right now, is the “family history” of future 
generations. Believe it or not, your great-great-great grandchildren will one day find your life 
fascinating—but only IF you leave a record of it. When it comes to leaving a legacy of your life 
stories (in the words of Dr. Seuss), “Shorth is better than length!” 

WHY SHORT?

• People are busy. If it’s short, they will be more likely to read it.
• Keeping it short compels you to extract the most interesting and important parts of your life. 
• If you want to write a full autobiography, it’s easier to write as a series of stories.
• Short stories are easy to upload and share on blogs, websites, and social media accounts. 

WHY STORIES?

• If it’s not a story, it’s a report. And who likes to read reports?
• Before humans could write, they communicated with stories. Human brains are wired to 

respond to stories to make sense of incoming information.
• Reports convey facts. Stories (even factual stories) convey meaning. 

HOW TO CHOOSE WHAT STORIES TO TELL
• Who will read this? Consider what your reader wants. Most of us read stories of our ancestors 

to be inspired, to feel “If he can do it, so can I.” Which stories from your life would be most 
likely to affect your reader in this way?

• Look for turning points in your life. What pivotal events (or small epiphanies) changed your 
life or changed your mind? What was the moment that changed you or your trajectory?

• What have been your biggest challenges? Your biggest triumphs? 
• What lessons has your life taught you? What events precipitated that learning?
• If I were to die tomorrow, and I could only write one story, what would it be?

WHAT IS A STORY?

• Every story has a beginning, a middle, and an end. 
• Every story has a protagonist, a main character with a goal and a struggle.
• Every story portrays a universal human emotion or motivation that connects the reader.
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A girl is somewhere. 
The girl wants something.
Something happens to that girl that forces change.
Girl has obstacles.
Girl reaches a low point.
Girl is rescued or rescues herself.
Girl adjusts and learns.
Girl is a new girl.
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T H E  S T O R Y  A R C

EVERY GOOD STORY HAS AN ARC

 Doesn’t matter if the story is short or long, if the ending is tragic or funny, or the order of events 
is mixed up. Every good story will have these basic elements in it somewhere. 

1 A girl is somewhere. (Character, setting, and what happens before the story.)

2 The girl wants something. (Protagonist has a goal, desire or motivation. Although 
the reader may not share the goal [wanting to be a soccer star], the reader should 
relate to the motivation [wanting to be good at something.]

3 Something happens to that girl that forces change. (Inciting incident that 
intensifies the desire or begins the journey toward the goal.)

4 Girl has obstacles. (Internal and external struggles, doubts, obstacles, dangers.)

5 Girl reaches a low point. (Crisis=protagonist loses hope or faces disaster.) 

6 Girl is rescued or rescues herself. (Climax=something happens to change 
desperate situation, or protagonist has epiphany and takes action.)

7 Girl adjusts and learns. (Resolution of the story and wrapping up of details.)

8 Girl is a new girl. (Protagonist is different than they were in the beginning.)
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR STORY MORE INTERESTING

• Hook your reader with the first sentence or two. “The only reason my father married my 
mother was to avoid the draft. Two weeks after the wedding, he was on his way to basic 
training.”

• Show, don’t tell. “My father was tall.” vs. “Whenever we had a family picture taken, my 
father had to bend his knees to keep his head in the frame.”

• Use active, not passive voice. “My brother and I ate the donuts” vs. “The donuts were eaten 
by my brother and me.”

• Find the point. Every story has a point. Why is it worth telling? Keep digging until you find 
the point of the story. 

• You don’t have to include everything that happened to you. Just the interesting bits.
• Include detail, but not too much. Does the price of the car illustrate a character’s thrifty 

nature, or highlight the extreme inflation of the time period? Does it create a picture in the 
reader’s mind? If it doesn’t add to the story, leave it out.

• Be yourself.  Don’t worry about “style.” Just write the way you talk.
• Don’t preach. Instead of telling your reader what lesson you want him to learn, tell him a 

story about how you learned that lesson. 
• Are you worried about bragging? Be sure to include your obstacles and your self-doubts 

along the way. You want your reader to be inspired by your truimph over adversity, not 
annoyed by your boasting.

• Are you worried about whining? Step back from the emotion and relate details that show, 
not tell, the reader what you were feeling.

• Are you worried about hurting someone’s feelings or invading their privacy? Go ahead 
and get the story down the way you remember it. Then you can go back and edit if you need 
to, soften the tone or change the names or omit details altogether. Be classy, be kind. 

• Remember that it’s your story. Your sister may remember it differently. She can write her 
own story. But this one is yours.
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR WRITING EASIER

• Don’t try to write stories in chronological order. Start 
with the easiest story to write, or the most fun, and write 
that one first. 

• Try to find the point and arc of your story before you 
begin writing.

• Write a first draft and then put it aside. If you are 
writing multiple stories, don’t perfect the first one before 
you write the second. You may never get to the second. 
Come back to it later with fresh eyes,

• Don’t like to write? You can use a voice recorder or 
speech-to-text software to record your stories, and then 
transcribe them. Editing a typed transcription of your story 
can be much easier and less time consuming than writing 
from scratch.

• Commit to a regular writing time.  Whether it’s 15 
minutes a day or every Friday lunch hour, you will have 
better momentum.

• Want to write a comprehensive personal history or 
autobiography? That’s fine. Just write a series of short 
stories, each with its own arc, and use them as stepping 
stones to a final conclusion. You will likely find an overall 
theme or thread that ties them together. 

HOW TO SHARE YOUR STORIES

• Upload them to family history sites. 
Short stories are perfect for uploading to 
FamilySearch Memories or Ancestry.com, and 
this will help ensure that your stories will last 
beyond you.

• Record them on video and upload to 
YouTube. 

• Start a blog. It could be for the general public, 
or only shared with your friends and family.

• Put them in a book. Books are still universally 
loved and don’t require a device or power. Short 
story books are especially great for children and 
grandchildren.


